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I Need You More Than Love And To Bits
Gunnar Ardelius
(Vocal Collection). All duets here are Male/Female
combinations. Contents: Bess, You Is My Woman
(Porgy and Bess) * I Have Dreamed (The King and I) *
I Loves You Porgy (Porgy and Bess) * It Never Was
You (Knickerbocker Holiday) * Make Believe (Show
Boat) * A Man and a Woman (110 in the Shade) * My
Heart Is So Full of You (The Most Happy Fella) *
People Will Say We're in Love (Oklahoma!) *
Salzburg (Bells Are Ringing) * Strange Music (Kismet)
* The Touch of Your Hand (The Cat and the Fiddle) *
Too Many Mornings (Follies) * We Kiss in a Shadow
(The King and I) * We'll Go Away Together (Street
Scene) * What You Want Wid Bess (Porgy and Bess) *
When the Children Are Asleep (Carousel) * Will You
Remember Me (Knickerbocker Holiday) * With So
Little to Be Sure Of (Anyone Can Whistle) *
Wunderbar (Kiss Me, Kate) * You Are Love (Show
Boat) * You're Nearer (Babes in Arms).
Explains how to find freedom in the love of Jesus,
detailing the story of Lazarus to demonstrate that this
love is separate from personal accomplishments, and
includes a Bible study for group and individual
reflections.
When arriving in Atlanta after a hurricane, Lisa
notices a Help Wanted sign in a boutique. She applies
for the job to help take care of Ida Stanford. Ida
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encourages Lisa to finish her degree in phycology.
While on a doctor’s visit, Lisa meets Carolyn Young
and Carla Coleman, and they become best friends.
Lisa bumps into a man at her fashion show, and later,
she sees the same man being wheeled into the
hospital—a victim of a hit-and-run. He is identified as
Chris Weber, a man Lisa is interested in. The same
day Lisa meets Chris Weber, her life changes, and
Chris notices the same thing and now has an interest
in Lisa. Eddie Jones is a rich man with two sons, Devin
and Jason. Eddie is a man with many secrets, and after
he buries his son Devin, he finds that his home security
somehow keeps showing him the home of Lisa
Washington. He watches daily as a dark entity kills his
wife years ago and tries to kill his sons. Not long after,
Eddie realizes why the entity is stalking Lisa—it is
because of Chris Weber, the man his son Devin
crashed into on a dark road after seeing a dark
presence. Chris tries to protect Lisa from the dark
entity. Only Eddie has different plans for Chris, but
when Chris gets his memory back, he forgets about
Lisa. Lisa finds out that Ida and Ellen and Judy all
harbor dark secrets, which have Lisa and her friends
fighting for their lives.
No sooner had Selene Brand cast her love spell than
dark, handsome—and freshly stabbed—Cory Forrester
fell at her feet. She felt as destined to save this stranger
as she was to love him, even if it meant exposing her
secret life as a witch. But the injured amnesiac didn't
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even know his own name, whether Selene was the
cause of his injured state—or his salvation. Cory knew
only that his attraction to Selene was as unworldly as
her unusual pagan rituals…and that with killers now
after both of them, they might be dead before
nightfall….
Lazarus Awakening
Have I Been OVER-WED?
Out of My Mind
Harding, His Presidency and Love Life Reappraised
You've Reached Sam
Baby Love Me (Steamy Pregnancy Romance)

Considered by many to be mentally
retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifthgrader with cerebral palsy discovers a
technological device that will allow her
to speak for the first time.
The book is a chronological poetic journey
depicting my life and the challenging
experiences faced while seeking
understanding of my emotions about falling
in love, being in lust, and being
heartbroken. It's also a guide for men to
make better decisions about relationships
and for women to have an understanding of
what men go through for their affection.
My first husband, Goldie was obsessed with
kids, and he chose to be with another
woman just for kids. He said he loved me,
but I don’t know whether he was true as
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when I asked him to hire a surrogate
mother; he turned me down saying he wanted
a child with love. Does love mean to have
physical relation only and produce
children? It might be so. I am still
searching an answer to this. He asked me
to stay in his life just as a mere doll,
and I could not accomplish that. My second
husband, Brainie was simply obsessed with
money. For him, money was everything and
other things served no importance in his
life. He wanted me to be his money machine
and after spending seven years with him,
Dave came in my life. Dave, my third
husband was obsessed with sex. For him
marriage was just the license to physical
relation freely.Whereas for me, marriage
is a very sacred relation; a relation
which I believe can be nurtured only with
love, faith and happiness. Again love is
not a simple as it sounds to be. It is the
mental and emotional attachment between
two persons. You cannot go before two or
three persons at a time, and tell them
that you love them. Before you tell a
person that you love him or her, at first
give a thought whether you have any
respect for that person and if you can
keep him or her happy. Have some love in
your heart for the person with whom you
are sharing a physical relation. I am so
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confused after so many incidents in my
life that I still do not have answers to
many questions. I am writing this bookand
I hope earnestly that the readers will
help me in finding answers to these
questions: I don’t know if I had been
married too many times. I don’t know even
if any one of my husbands loved me. I
don’t know if they had just abused my life
and my trust and kicked me out of their
lives.
His secret is a link to a past she would
rather forget… When my best friend, who’s
away on a mission, asks me to find out why
his sister isn’t answering her phone,
there’s no way I can say no. He once saved
my life from an attempted suicide—so the
two-and-a-half-hour drive to her small
town is nothing. Turns out, Nicole had
been too busy with work to replace her
phone after it broke. With my band,
Pushing Limits, taking a few days off from
their biggest tour yet, my helping Nicole
around the house seems like the perfect
way to spend the break. What I didn’t
expect was for the chemistry between us to
be explosive. *** I have two goals in
life: growing my flourishing business and
one day marrying a stable, career-oriented
guy who’s nothing like my destructive
father. The last thing I’m looking for is
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a sexy, tattooed drummer like Mason Dell.
But the man is sweet and playful, and I
can’t turn away from him. When my boutique
has to shut down due to renovations, Mason
asks me to join his band on tour and
temporarily be their social media person.
It’s a chance to live a little—until
tragedy strikes, and I discover the truth
about Mason’s past. Now Mason and I have
figure out if we have what it takes to
forge a future together…or if love can’t
conquer all. I Need You Tonight is a
standalone romance. All the books in the
series can be read in any order. The novel
was originally published under the same
title by a traditional publisher. “Ms.
Lindenblatt has penned another remarkable
read for this series. . . . Full of
exquisite heat and passion, and the ending
brought happy tears to my eyes. . . . I
would highly recommend I Need You
Tonight.”—Book Magic “I’ve thoroughly
enjoyed Stina Lindenblatt’s Pushing Limits
series.”—Guilty Pleasures Book Reviews “I
Need You Tonight is one of those books
that you go into thinking one thing and
end up getting your mind blown because you
were not expecting the emotion that this
made you feel. Honestly, this had to have
been the best book of the series because
of that.”—Life of a Crazy Mom “[Stina
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Lindenblatt’s] writing shows superb talent
and care for both the storyline and her
characters. This is not a book you want to
pass the chance at reading.”—Ellie Is Uhm
. . . A Bookworm (5 stars)
Contract Bride
A Novel
I Fed Up with the Urbanized Lifestyle Then
I Returned to the Countryside for a Wise
Bride. the Challenges in Love!
More Than Need You
I Need You Tonight
Finding Your Place in the Heart of God

Mai Ling is chasing the Chinese dream.
She’s escaping to the city, seeking a new
life, running away from the old customs
of arranged marriage and domestic
drudgery.
The only sure thing you can count on
when it comes to your kids . . . is that
God has got them. As parents we
strategize and agonize. We wish for
secret formulas and surefire methods.
But somewhere along the way, we
discover that what our kids need most is
for God to do in their lives what only He
can do. This beautiful deluxe edition of
The One Year Praying through the Bible
for Your Kids is designed to provide you
with a daily dose of parenting perspective
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and hope. Join trusted author Nancy
Guthrie as she takes you through The
One Year Bible reading plan, helping you
to mine each day's passages to discover
how the Scriptures speak into the
triumphs and turbulence of parenting, as
well as provide fresh ways to pray for
each of your children. Day by day you'll
find yourself worrying less and praying
more as your dreams and desires for your
kids are increasingly shaped by the
Scriptures rather than the culture
around you. Let go of fear, and expect
God to work as you pray through the
Bible for your kids.
Now that Connor Cohen is dead, Silas
Cohen is free to live the life he wants.
But there are still two men in the way.
When Enzo Juarez tries to make a new
deal with Fiona, her good intentions get
the best of her and she unexpectedly puts
Silas in danger. Can Alex’s connections
save them this time? All bets are off
when it’s every man for themselves in
this series’ finale.
The general opinion of Warren Harding
is that he has been justly ranked as the
“Worst” of our Presidents, based largely
on the corruption that was brought to
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light after his death. The truth is,
however, that he had no personal
involvement in any of the scandals
perpetrated by members of his
Administration, some of whom, like Jess
Smith, an unofficial aid to the Attorney
General, engaged in notorious grafting
that often netted six figure rewards.
Harding, by contrast, died a debtor.
Neither a lawyer or general, Harding,
head of a rural Ohio newspaper, was not
considered an appropriate candidate for
high office, no less the Presidency. But
an awareness of shortcomings, lead to
his making a studious effort to overcome
them-- successfully, as recorded by
leading reporters like William Allen
White. As spelled out in this book, there
is much to be said on the positive side of
Harding’s Presidency. Due recognition is
given to his accomplishments. In his first
year in office, for example he convened a
Disarmament Conference and got
Congress to ratify the Four Nation Treaty
to reduce naval armament. He also
created the Bureau of the Budget. Early
on, a New York Times story was
headlined “Harding Assumes Real
Leadership as Congress lags.” In contrast
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to his performance as President,
handsome Warren was beset by a sex
addiction that lead to numerous
infidelities, the principal ones being with
Carrie Phillips, wife of a friend, and Nan
Britton, a hometown admiring young
lady, 31 years his junior. Nan’s memoir of
an affair which blossomed into love
covered the last six years of Harding’s
life. Though generally mentioned, and
equally suppressed, its intimate content,
is, herewith for the first time set forth in
detail that reveals a crucial aspect of
Harding’s oft mentioned love life.
DreamFlowering (Human Alien Thriller
Romance)
A Savage Presence
The Secret Mother
The One Year Praying Through the Bible
for Your Kids
Lust, Love, and Life
More Than Want You (More Than Words, Book 1)
The Final Conclusion to Ren and Della’s Story.
“What do you do when you write down all your
secrets? No…that’s not enough. What do you do
when you write down all your secrets and the one
person who should never read them does? I’ll tell
you what you do. You hope.” REN Ren didn’t
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know the meaning of love until he took Della for
his own. To begin with, he hated her, but as the
months bled into years, he learned the opposite
of hate, dedicating his life to giving her
everything. Every sacrifice, every gift, he gave
wholeheartedly. But then love turned to lust and
ruined everything. DELLA I was stupid to write
down my secrets, but I’d been stupid before, so it
was nothing new. I couldn’t blame him, hate him,
fix him. I tried to move on without him. But no
matter what I did, I couldn’t seem to delete the
secrets I’d written. Until something happened.
Until he came back and read my stupid secrets.
And nothing was the same after that.
Let me tell you that love is a real challenge in
life, and if you fall in love with someone in the
urbanized town then you're completely fed up
with him or her. Your next option is to go away
for a while to remote areas where you seek a
handsome groom or a beautiful bride for better
future in your lifestyle. My visionary mission was
to find my best nomadic bride or brides if I fed up
with girls and ladies in the urbanized towns while
some of my close platonic girls have been trying
to secure nomadic grooms all over the globe. Why
love is a real challenge in your lifestyle? If you
need to know more about the challenges in love
then let's read this beloved novel in comparative
romance which I walked away from the urbanized
lifestyle in order to adapt authoritative nomadic
lifestyle, which turns and can have ups and
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downs in your lifestyle. Well, I loved you my dear
queens however; I couldn't understand why
women rejected polygamy? If jealousy was the
reason then why some men preferred monogamy?
Let's share how love in any lifestyle can be a
challenge? I encountered it, and I've to share my
experience with you. My global readers, dear
friends, ladies and gentlemen, love are a silent
killer if you don't find its cure as soon as you fall
in love with someone. Please you never tell to a
woman that you re a polygamist even if it's part
of your traditional customs. I believe that this
beloved novel will help and liberate you to use
and get the right solutions in love correctly and
romantically regardless your race, religion or
political views. I love you all.
More Than Need You (More Than Words, Book 2)
The Girl & Her Ren
Remember Me
Ballou's Monthly Magazine
I Need You More Than I Love You and I Love You
to Bits
Lyrical
The Singer's Musical Theatre Anthology

Harlequin® Medical Romance brings you a
collection of three new titles, available now!
Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing
romance and heart-racing medical drama.
This Harlequin Medical Romance box set
includes: HIS PREGNANT ROYAL BRIDE Royal
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Spring Babies by Amy Ruttan Shay Labadie's
one night of passion with Dr. Dante Affini left
her expecting his baby…and Dante expecting
her hand in marriage! BABY SURPRISE FOR
THE DOCTOR PRINCE Royal Spring Babies by
Robin Gianna Two months after her
breathtaking night with Prince Enzo Affini,
Aubrey Henderson arrives in Venice…to
discover he's her new boss! A MONTH TO
MARRY THE MIDWIFE by Fiona McArthur
Obstetrician Sam Southwell knows Ellie Swift
deserves a fairy tale…and he's never walked
away from a challenge!
The second volume in the internationally
bestselling Brethren trilogy, Crusade is
gripping historical fiction that “grows more
relevant by the day” (Raymond Khoury,
bestselling author of The Last Templar) An
international bestseller, Crusade is a fastpaced medieval adventure portraying the
rising tide of political pressures that led East
and West to war in the 13th century. After
years of bloodshed, peace finally reigns in the
Middle East, in part due to the efforts of Will
Campbell and a mysterious group known as
the Brethren. However, a cabal of ruthless
Western merchants aims to reignite war in the
Holy Land, while Prince Edward—once a
trusted member of the Brethren—has made a
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promise to the pope: he will take the Cross to
Jerusalem and lead a new crusade. To survive
the escalating conflict and protect his family,
Will must harness all his knowledge and
courage.
More Than Need YouShelley Bradley LLC
She’s always belonged to me, even when she
wasn’t with me. We didn’t work well in past,
but that doesn’t mean we can’t work well
now. She understands every broken part of
me, moreso then my own flesh and blood. I
didn’t do a good job being her man when we
were kids and now’s the time to make up for
that. Even as everything is going to shit
around us, I’m determined to show her that
we were always meant to be.
The Lost Lover
Sins of the Father
Crusade
Survival Mission
The Truth about Henry Ford
What Happens at Night
My True story about Russian scams, on the
web..
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! If I
Stay meets Your Name in Dustin Thao's You've
Reached Sam, a heartfelt novel about love and
loss and what it means to say goodbye.
Seventeen-year-old Julie Clarke has her
future all planned out—move out of her small
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town with her boyfriend Sam, attend college
in the city; spend a summer in Japan. But
then Sam dies. And everything changes.
Heartbroken, Julie skips his funeral, throws
out his belongings, and tries everything to
forget him. But a message Sam left behind in
her yearbook forces memories to return.
Desperate to hear him one more time, Julie
calls Sam's cell phone just to listen to his
voice mail recording. And Sam picks up the
phone. The connection is temporary. But
hearing Sam's voice makes Julie fall for him
all over again and with each call, it becomes
harder to let him go. What would you do if
you had a second chance at goodbye? A 2021
Kids' Indie Next List Selection A Cosmo.com
Best YA Book Of 2021 A Buzzfeed Best Book Of
November A Goodreads Most Anticipated Book
A true story of love and fidelity. Far Beyond
Forever is a compilation of twenty-five years
of letters exchanged between a man and a
woman habitually separated by forces beyond
their control. It is filled with love, anger,
humor, sorrow and the gamut of emotions, as
they strive to maintain their love across the
miles...until the final separation.
The Casanova Cooking, cleaning… List all the
household chores a housewife can do, and
Hunter can do them better. In fact, his life
has made a complete one hundred eighty-degree
turn, from being the number one Casanova of
Australasia to the number one partner for
Clarice. And he loves his new life. But as
the days leading to the birth of their child
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lessen, someone is planning to tear them
apart. Will he ever hear Clarice say, “I love
you,” or will the forces of his past
reputation ruin his chances at this one
happiness? The Spinster Clarice is basking in
her happy glow. Having Hunter by her side on
the day of their baby’s birth is all she’s
ever wished for. But when she witnesses
Hunter with another woman, her world
shatters. Now she must ask herself, should
she risk the heartbreak of losing the man she
loves or continue to live as a spinster with
her baby forever? Clarice and Hunter's love
story spans over 3 full novels in The
Spinsters & Casanovas Series. 1) Baby Be Mine
2) Baby I'm Yours 3) Baby Love Me
The L Words
As Time Goes By in Hell
Harlequin Medical Romance March 2017 - Box
Set 2 of 2
Dangerous Lover
My True Story
Consumed by Truths
A couple find themselves at a fading, grand European hotel
full of eccentric and sometimes unsettling patrons in this
""faultlessly elegant and quietly menacing"" allegorical story
that examines the significance of shifting desires and the
uncertainty of reality (Garth Greenwell, author of Cleanness).
An American couple travel to a strange, snowy European city
to adopt a baby, who they hope will resurrect their failing
marriage. This difficult journey leaves the wife, who is
struggling with cancer, desperately weak, and her husband
worries that her apparent illness will prevent the orphanage
from releasing their child.Page
The
couple check into the
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cavernous and eerily deserted Borgarfjaroasysla Grand
Imperial Hotel where the bar is always open and the
restaurant serves thirteen‒course dinners from centuries
past. Their attempt to claim their baby is both helped and
hampered by the people they encounter: an ancient,
flamboyant chanteuse, a debauched businessman, an
enigmatic faith healer, and a stoic bartender who dispenses
an addictive, lichen‒flavored schnapps. Nothing is as it
seems in this mysterious, frozen world, and the longer the
couple endure the punishing cold the less they seem to know
about their marriage, themselves, and life itself. What
Happens at Night is a "masterpiece" (Edmund White) poised
on the cusp of reality, told by "an elegantly acute and
mysteriously beguiling writer" (Richard Eder, The Boston
Globe).
When Kate discovers her fiancé's infidelity, she gives up on
love that is until she meets Jack, a handsome Green Beret
who tries to change her outlook on love and relationships.
Despite their reservations, they develop strong feelings for
each other. Not only does he gain her heart and trust, she
also gains his. With his dangerous career of hunting terrorists,
dodging bullets, bombs and losing friends in combat, she
knows there is no guarantee he will survive. As he prepares
to leave for a mission to the Middle East, she gives him a
photograph of herself and asks him to promise her that he will
come back to her. He carries her picture with him at all times.
While in the mountains of Afghanistan, Jack and his men are
ambushed. Many of his men including Jack are missing in
action, but the only items recovered were some of the men's
dog tags and the blood stained photograph of Kate. Will Jack
be able to keep his promise and come back to her? Promise
You'll Come Back will tug at your heart and make you cry. It is
a true gripping story about love, devotion and survival. It
unveils what our nations'Page
heroes
and their wives and families'
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face in their daily struggles as well as their triumphs. Promise
You'll Come Back has romance and true combat action from
the streets of Iraq and the mountains of Afghanistan.
In As Time Goes By in Hell, Cynthia Wells redefines the
universal concept of hell and weaves a gripping satire of
violence, sex, betrayal and retribution. The book revolves
around two beautiful cousins, Veronica Howard and Kristen
Leigh Abbott, who are leading members of Houston society.
Although polar opposites, the two are bound by an innate,
almost obsessive love for each other after they rise above
poverty and survive sexual abuse. Veronica becomes one of
the best defense lawyers in Houston, while Kristen uses the
money of her four millionaire husbands to surgically enhance
what nature had already given her. The lives of the pair are
irrevocably altered when handsome and seductive lawyer
Jason Ross returns to town. As a teenage victim, he had
once captured Veronicaʼs sympathy in the most brutal case of
her career. Murders, romantic triangles and shocking
revelations are newly brewing and these result in unforgivable
sins that send one cousin to burn in Hell. There she is forced
to glimpse those she loved and whom she thought loved her,
hurting all over again, only in a constant barrage of video
replays. With its intriguing characters and a gripping storyline,
As Time Goes By in Hell will keep readers turning the pages
until the final revelation is made. All proceeds from the sale of
this novel will be donated to the American Cancer Society, in
loving memory of the authorʼs brother Gene and others who
died to soon.
Enzo is my heart. My soul. My breath. I never thought I could
be so dark. Never knew love meant losing myself and getting
reborn. The lies and truths have finally caught up with us. We
may have stolen an empire, but we arenʼt ready to give it up.
Itʼs ours. Heʼs mine. And our love will find a way to the truth.
Identical
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The Pursuit of Justice
Tabitha
An Anthology
Kirby Engineering: West Coast Project
Wed to the Texan

From the very first moment that we gaze upon our own
face in a mirror, we are mesmerized. At first we don't
even recognize that the image peering back at us is our
own. Eventually we come to realize that the person in the
mirror is indeed one with us, a part of us, and from that
moment on, everything changes. Our reflection becomes
an integral part of our life. Without it, life as we know it
would be almost impossible. It is here, in front of that
mirror, that we finally see, that which is very important,
who we really are. So imagine for a moment what would
happen if one day our image had suddenly, tragically,
disappeared Identical twin brothers Marco and Luca
Luna share everything. Growing up in a small town, they
are an integral part of a loving family. They participate
in sports, enjoy music, and are active in their local
church. The brothers do everything together, perhaps
because they are so much alike-and yet so different.
Then one moment, and one event, changes everything-and
nothing will ever be the same again
To claim an inheritance, Texan tycoon Jake Thorne
needed to find a wife and start a family…fast! And his
shy secretary Emily Carlisle was the perfect choice. She
wasn't after his wealth or power—and she had the
sweetest, most tempting lips he'd ever tasted. But when
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Emily learned that Jake had married her only for money,
his quiet little kitten proved she had claws. To keep her
from walking out on the marriage, Jake would have to
convince his unwilling wife to fall in love with him.
These officers solve the toughest cases with the help of
their brave canine partners Bodyguard by Shirlee McCoy
FBI agent Ian Slade wants to track the leader of the
crime family who murdered his parents—not protect the
man’s niece. But with Esme Dupree’s uncle determined to
silence her, Ian and his K-9 partner are duty bound to
guard her. As he and Esme fight to survive in the Florida
Everglades, it becomes clear to Ian that she’s nothing like
her family. And soon he must choose between forgiveness
and the vengeance he’s craved for so long. Tracker by
Lenora Worth Single mother Penny Potter has spent
months in hiding to keep her toddler from his father, a
rogue FBI agent turned fugitive determined to flee the
country with the child. When he corners Penny in the
Montana wilderness and escapes with their son, she’s
forced to trust his brother, handsome FBI K-9 agent Zeke
Morrow. Now Zeke must decide where his loyalty lies:
with his sibling or the woman he wasn’t supposed to fall
for.
The true story of Dane Abdool, one of the youngest men
on Florida's death row. The events that took him there,
an immigrant family's struggle for justice that evades
them and the pain, devastation and misunderstanding
that follows them as Dane waits; time being his only
friend. A mother's story, about her 19-year-old son who
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is arrested and indicted on charges of first degree
murder. The prosecutor who attaches the death penalty
and pursue it with a vengeance, the trial that follows,
misunderstanding of two different cultures, witnesses
that who are less than truthful, the detectives who
manipulate the evidence, depositions that were not
attainable by the defense from the prosecution witnesses.
An account of the trial and the witness' transcripts and
events as they unfolded. A judge who is extremely
ambitious and a family who give all that they have
emotionally and financially to get justice. The defense
attorneys, who becomes part of the family and to date
has not taken another death case. The tragic death of a
beautiful 17 year old girl who wanted to die and the
family she Left behind. The girlfriend, an intelligent prelaw student and her strange obsessions , the diary, the
love letters and the incredible journey as a devoted
family continues to pursue the justice they believe they
deserve. This book gives the details of what actually
happened at the trial, it shows the conflicting testimonies
of unscrupulous witnesses. The post interviews are
revealed and the impact that these interviews may have
had on the jury and the media if they were allowed into
the court at trial. Information about the missing
transcripts that to date has not been found. My name is
Nazreen Mohammed, and I am Dane's mother, I was
born in Trinidad and Tobago. I migrated to the United
States to create better opportunities for my children. I
have been In the United States since 1996, I have recently
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taken time off to write this book and get My son's story
out there and provide Clarity and some understanding to
a media and public that judged him without really
knowing who he was, while we wait patiently on the
appeal process and the justice system with much
Anticipation.
Spinsters & Playboys Book 3
Promise You'll Come Back
Reclaimed
A Boulevard of Broken Dreams
Kids Need The Same Teacher For More Than One Year:
The Most Humane Innovation to Improve Education for
Your Children
Warning! Russian Dating Scams the Truth Behind the
Deception
Morris and Betty, two teens living in Stockholm,
Sweden, meet and fall in love but the darkness
within each of them at times makes it hard to
maintain their love affair, especially after Betty
compares Morris's behavior to that of his bipolar
father.
The alien planet offers special agent Yutaro rest and
romance, until his own government's anti-matter
bomb falls. Burnt-out Yutaro just wants the vacation
he needs. Cushy duty, and a beautiful alien woman
as his guide. Heaven. When the anti-matter bomb
threatens to destroy the entire planet, Yutaro must
learn her crazy-making alien language and -- even
more difficult -- to love a woman for herself. In a
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galaxy full of aliens very -- er -- alien, the Lia fall
quite close to humanoid standards. On their planet
Yutaro doesn't need a spacesuit. He survives quite
easily breathing its air, drinking its water, and eating
its food. Even better, Lia women appear quite
beautiful, especially to a hardcore alienophile such
as Yutaro. He doesn't even need to take special
precautions during sexual intercourse. However, the
Lia language greatly concerns Yutaro's superiors.
Previous explorers, who learn it as a matter of
standard procedure, go insane. Therefore, his boss
orders him not to learn the language. Fortunately,
one alien woman speaks Cyrillish, the galactic lingua
franca. A gorgeous guide, Lavita. Yutaro needs and
wants nothing else. Until he receives the news via
special message. During a test, an anti-matter bomb
loses its hyperspace navigational signal. Instead of
blowing up a lifeless planet in a remote solar system,
it appears close to a planet where lives an intelligent
species. It crash-lands in a wildnerness region of
that planet. Lia. The missile's force field continues to
keep the anti-matter suspended in a perfect vacuum.
But nobody knows how much damage the crash
caused, so nobody know how long before the force
field malfunctions, allowing the anti-matter to touch
ordinary matter -- ka boom! No Lia. His agency gives
Yutaro the instructions to disarm the missile. But
Yutaro must reach it himself. He must travel through
a hostile rain forest the Lia themselves avoid. During
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the storm season. He hires porters who see no
reason to risk their lives. Outlaws and powerful
predators threaten. And then another human shows
up -- a woman. Vardi. Yutaro knows she must
represent Earth's empire -- his enemy. But how
could she know about the anti-matter bomb? And
would she really set it off, dying with tens of millions
of Lia, and Yutaro, so his government gets punished
for breaking intergalactic treaties? Sworn to silence,
Yutaro lies to Lavita, not realizing to Lia, truthful
speech equals life itself. To keep her on his side -- to
save both their lives and millions of other Lia -Yutaro promises to learn the Lia language. He tries
to grasp the concept of a language where every
word functions as a verb. And soon it begins to drive
him insane. According to Lavita, it drives him toward
sanity -- for the first time in his life. Can he reach and
disarm the anti-matter bomb before the missile's
physical condition deteriorates, the force field fails,
and the anti-matter encounters ordinary matter, and
therefore explodes, destroying the entire planet? An
interstellar space adventure novel and space alien
romance story, Dreamflowering keeps you reading
on the edge of your seat. Therefore, scroll up and
download Dreamflowering now.
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